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Abstract—A signal model based on the multipath higher order 
reflections of the flaw is reviewed to detect the sized flaw by 
ultrasound nondestructive testing, and the different paths are 
pre-defined and identified to form the corresponding equations. 
Three paths are studied, DRP, MP-C and MP-W.  DRP and MP-C 
are utilized to measure the flaw from the top, and MP-W is from 
its bottom.  Ultrasonic imaging is formed and synthesized by all 
the identified paths and all the tests to make the thickness of flaw 
be revealed.  The thickness of the flaw is turned to two 
optimization problems based on different path profiles by only 
one pitch-catch measurement, and the problem is estimated based 
on Lagrange multiplying method.  Simulations and 
experimentations demonstrate that the flaw sizing can be 
calculated utilizing the time-of-arrivals of the multipath signals, 
even with only one pitch-catch measurement. 

Keywords-ultrasonic nondestructive testing; multipath; sizing; 
flaw; lagrange multiplying method 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Sizing of material flaws is an important problem in 
ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE)[1]. One of the 
direct methods of flaw sizing is B-scan imaging from at least 
two different profiles, and transducer arrays are practical.  
However, when the space of installation of transducers is 
limited, it is hard to install enough sensors and the size is thus 
difficult to be observed.  Therefore, it is necessary to develop a 
method to detect the Thickness with small number of 
transducers, or even with only one pair of transducers. 

In this paper, we propose a method of sizing an isolated flaw 
using pitch-catch measurements.The multipahs are reviewed to 
show that the fusion of physical and virtual sensor data makes 
sizing the flaw possible[2][3].  Different from[2][3], an optimal 
model is given in this paper, which is solved by Lagrange 
multiplying method. 

II. MULTIPATH SIGNAL MODEL AND SCENARIOS 

A. Multipath Signal 

Consider an ultrasonic pitch-catch measurement system.  
We model the measured ultrasound signal [2][3] at the 
receiving transducer,  as follows, 

= , − ,  (1)

where  is the ultrasonic pulse-echo wavelet, ,  and ,  are respectively -th path reflectivity and delay time of 
-th transmitter and -th receiver.See Figure 1. 

 
(a)DRP(b) MP-1 

 
(c) MP-2     (d) MP-W 

FIGURE I. DIRECT REFLECTION AND MULTIPATH SCENARIOS IN A 
PITCH-CATCH MEASUREMENT. 

B. Multipath Delays and Equations 

Consider a region of interest, which is a two-dimensional 
cross-section under the linear array, and a receiving mode 
backprojection beamforming algorithm is utilized to construct 
the image of the cross-section in interior material [3].  A sized 
flaw is assumed to be circle-like convex with its center at the 
position = , ,  and its diameter , and its top point at = , − , , and its bottom point at =, + , .  The mth transmitting transducer is 

assumed to be located at , = , , , , , , and the nth 
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receive transducer located at , = , , , , , .  In 
general, we set = =	 = , = , = 0. 

The signal corresponding to DRP recorded at the th 
receive transducer and -th transmitter is given by 

, = , − ,  (2)

where ,  is the DRP reflectivity of the flaw, and ,  
denotes the delay of the wavelet to travel for a round-like trip of 
DRP.  Assuming a homogeneous material with constant 
ultrasonic propagation speed of  in the material, the time delay 
of DRP corresponding to  can be calculated as 

, = , − + , − ⁄  (3)

Denote ℎ as the thickness of the metallic object. The virtual 
transducer positions are respectively located at , =, , , = , , , − 2ℎ, ,  for MP-1, , =, , , − 2ℎ, , , , = ,  for MP-2, and , =, , 2ℎ − , , , , , = , , 2ℎ − , , ,  for 
MP-W.  The time delays of MP-1, MP-2 and MP-W 
corresponding to a sized target can be respectively calculated as 

MP-1: , = , − + , − ⁄ (4)

MP-2:  , = , − + , − ⁄  
(5)

MP-W: , = , − + , − ⁄  
(6)

The ranges of multipaths, MP-1 and MP-2, are so close that 
they may be overlapped partly or completely.  So we only can 
detect the combined overlapped version of MP-1 and MP-2, or 
the stronger one of the two if they are not overlapped, and it is 
denoted as MP-C.  The TOA range trajectory of MP-C can be 
found as, 

, =
, − + , − ,− < −, − + , − ,− ≥ −

 (7)

The top point, ,also locates at the locus of DRP, and then 
the implicit function ,  can be obtained only with respect to 

. 

C. Multipath Equations 

If we have detected the above TOAs, , , , and , , the corresponding equations are respectively described 
as 

DRP: − + − +− + − = ,  

 

(8)

MP-C: 

− + −+ − + − 2ℎ −= , ,				 − < −  − + − 2ℎ −+ − + −= , ,				 −≥ −  

(9)

MP-W: 

− + 2ℎ + , −+ − + 2ℎ + − = ,  

(10)

These equations form 3 ellipses with focus points at the 
points of transducers.  And the equation of DRP in (8) can be 
also expressed as 

−
+ −

, − = 1 

(11)

III. OPTIMIZATION MODEL AND ITS SOLUTIONS OF FLAW 

SIZING 

We redraw all the multipaths in Figure 2, where DRP with 
blue locus and ways, MP-C with orange locus and ways, MP-W 
with red locus and ways, and the flaw with red circle.  The 
multipaths, DRP and MP-C, go through the top point of the 
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flaw, and the multipath, MP-W, goes through the bottom point 
of flaw.  The size of the flaw can thus be modeled as the 
following optimal problem, 

= min −= min − + −  (12)

Subject to 

, = − + −+ − + −− , = 0 
 

, = − + 2ℎ + , −+ − + 2ℎ + −− , = 0 

, = − + −+ − + − 2ℎ −− , = 0, − < −  

, = − + − 2ℎ −+ − + − − ,= 0,				 − ≥ −  
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FIGURE II. DETECTION OF FLAW SIZE. 

We here apply Lagrange multiplying method [6] to solve 
the optimization problem in(12).  The segmented constrained 
equal equations can be seen as two problems.  Thus, we 
construct two Lagrange functions as follows, 

= − + −+ , , + , ,,+ , ,  

(13)

and, 

= − + −+ , , + , ,,+ , ,  

(14)

As to the symmetry of MP-1 and MP-2 with respect to the 
center line of the transducers, the solution of the problem in (13) 
is theoretically the same as in (14).  So we only consider one of 
them, such as the one in (13).  However, we solve both 
problems and get two minimum values, and take the smaller 
value as the thickness of the flaw. 

Now, we solve the problem in (13), and the procedure is 
also applied to(14).  

Set = , , , , , , , , , .  The -step 
update version of  is as follows, 

= − dd  (15)

Here,  is the step-size, which can be decided by the 

optimization step-size, = argmin . isthe gradient 
of Lagrange function, and here  can be either  or .  When 

 is less than one given terminal constants, such as 10  or the iterative number of steps is up to a given number, 
we terminate the updated iterative operation.  After we get the 
minimum value of , we can calculate the value of  in(12), 
and thus we get two values,  and  from the problems in (13) 
and .  Then we take = min , . 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Experiment Setup 

An aluminum block, alloy type 6061 is used to study the 
ultrasound flaw sizing.  A side through hole(STH) of Φ2mm 
diameter is drilled into the material from side to simulate a sized 
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